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Gravitációs hullámok

hogyan lehet észlelni?
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– Short-lived and poorly known sources: 
Bursts of gravitational radiation are expected from sources such as supernovae, provided 

the core collapse process entails some asymmetry. The fact that many pulsars move with 
substantially greater speeds than their progenitors, has been claimed to be a possible indication 
of an asymmetry in the motion of the rapidly rotating, exploding star. Such asymmetries could 
result from magneto-hydrodynamical instabilities at the pre-supernova stage. Due to the 
uncertain initial conditions and the unclear dynamics of the explosion, these sources are not well-
modelled. Similar reasoning applies to the long duration gamma-ray bursts (GRB) that are 
believed to be associated with supernovae or hypernovae. Short GRBs appear to originate from 
the merger of binary neutron stars and therefore belong to the well-modelled category above. 

 
Another example of a potential “burst” source is the sudden release of energy from a magnetar, a 
neutron star with an extremely powerful surface magnetic field, 100 to 1000 times stronger than 
that of an ordinary neutron star. Sporadic release of magnetic field tension is thought to power 
the observed electromagnetic emission in X-rays or gamma rays. If the underlying processes 
release energy into the surface layers of the neutron star, crustal vibrations might result in 
gravitational waves which can be searched for but which are difficult to model.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Gravitational-wave spectrum (credit: NASA) 
 
 
– Long-lived and well-modelled sources: 

Rapidly spinning non-axisymmetric neutron stars produce gravitational waves that are 
periodic and nearly monochromatic at a frequency that is twice the rotation frequency. The 
asymmetry might be due to a deformation of the crust or to non-isotropic accretion from a 
companion star. The potential sources for observatories such as LIGO are within our galaxy and 
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Interferométerrel!

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu


méretek
100 Hz frekvenciájú gravitációs hullám 
hullámhossza  

300000 km/s 
    100 Hz  

legerősebb jelet akkor kapjuk, ha egy 
karhossszon az optikai úthossz 
különbsége λ/4, tehát ~750 km hosszú 
karokra van szükség 100 Hz-es jel 
észleléséhez 

a frekvenciával fordítottan arányos a 
legjobb karhosszúság

= 3000km



Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory 
Livingstone, Luisiana 4 km-es karhosszal

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu


Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory 
Hanford, Washington: c∙(10 ms) távolságra

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu


aLIGO vázlatos felépítése
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Figure 2: Simplified layout of a LIGO interferometer (credit: Menner [CC0], via Wikimedia 
Commons) 

 
  
The light travelling in the two arms, returns to the beam-splitter and is channelled to the output 
port where the interference pattern between the two light beams is registered by means of a 
photodetector. A signal-recycling mirror at the output increases the sensitivity of the device. 
Changes in the phase difference between the two returning light beams and the resulting shifts in 
the interference pattern reflect a departure from perfectly matching arm lengths, as the space-
time is locally strained by a passing gravitational wave. The detected laser-light power at the 
output is converted to a measure of the mirror displacement relying on a calibration method that 
applies a known force to a test mass [37]. 
 
The Advanced LIGO detectors that started operation in September 2015 provide a considerable 
increase in sensitivity over the previous LIGO versions, over a wide frequency range and especially 
at low frequencies (see figure 3).  
 
The sensitivity of the LIGO interferometers is limited by noise: at high frequencies, mainly photon 
shot noise and at low frequencies, radiation pressure recoil effects on the mirrors, and thermal 
noise in the mirror suspensions.  Plans exist to increase the circulating laser power in the detector 
arms from about 100 kW to 750 kW, to improve LIGO’s high frequency response. 
 
High sensitivity to gravitational strain requires not only the minimization of all the many known 
detector noise sources, but also the monitoring of potential environmental disturbances and their 
impact on the detectors. To this end the observatory is equipped with thousands of sensors – 
accelerometers, seismometers, microphones, magnetometers and many others, as described by 
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aLIGO érzékenységi görbéje
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Effler et al. [38]. The fact that LIGO operates two detector systems at far-apart sites is extremely 
important as coincident detection allows rejection of transient local environmental disturbances. 
In addition, the long baseline of the observatory provides some directional sensitivity, further 
improved when additional observatories like VIRGO can be included to allow triangulation. 
 

 
 
Figure 3: The strain sensitivity of the Advanced LIGO detectors during the first observation run 
in 2015 (red) and the last science run of the Initial LIGO detectors (green). The improvement in 
sensitivity is a factor of 3-4 in the most sensitive frequency band 100-300 Hz, and nearly a factor 
100 at 50 Hz. The Advanced LIGO design sensitivity, which has not been reached yet, is shown 
in dark blue, and a possible future upgrade – in light blue. The narrow features include 
calibration lines, vibrational modes of suspension fibres and 60-Hz power grid harmonics 
(figure from [37]). 
 
 
First direct observation of a gravitational-wave event  
 
Advanced LIGO commenced operations in September 2015 and the conditions were stable at the 
time of the detection of a strong signal on September 14 that could be interpreted as the signature 
of a passing gravitational wave [12]. Livingston registered the wave 6.9 milliseconds before 
Hanford – as expected from a source in the southern hemisphere.  
 
The event was first reported by a low-latency online search for gravitational-wave bursts from 
short-lived transient sources, creating an alert 3 minutes after the detection. The rapid analysis 
provided a first estimate of the location on the sky and event parameters for the LIGO/Virgo 
electromagnetic follow-up partners [39]. The procedure is described in B.P. Abbott et al. [40]. It 
requires no a priori knowledge of signal waveforms but is based on conversion of strain data from 
both detectors to the time-frequency domain, followed by a search for clusters well above the 
detector noise floor in the combined time-frequency power map. A second online low-latency 
burst search, designed to produce results within 30 minutes of detection, confirmed the discovery. 
Sometime later, the discovery was reconfirmed once more – by an offline matched-filter search 
targeting coalescing compact binaries. This search relies on close to 250000 template waveforms 
to map out the parameter space in terms of masses and spins. It provides approximate values for 
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Első észlelés feketelyuk-kettős összeolvadásról: 
GW150914
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the source parameters, which are then refined using numerical simulations of binary black hole 
mergers.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 4: The gravitational-wave event GW150914. Left column: LIGO Hanford (H1) time 
series, filtered (top panel); theoretical waveform for a system with parameters consistent with 
those for GW150914 and the residual remaining after subtraction of the theoretical waveform 
from the observed, filtered time series (middle panels); time-frequency representation of the 
strain data (bottom panel). Right column: corresponding information for the LIGO Livingston 
(L1) observation. For a visual comparison, the top right panel shows as an overlay the H1 data, 
corrected for the difference in the detectors’ relative orientation and shifted by the difference in 
arrival times of 6.9−0.4+0.5 ms. All times are relative to the trigger time, September 14, 2015 at 
9:50:45 UTC (figure from [12]).  
 
 
Figure 4 [12] summarizes the observations: The signal increases in frequency and amplitude over 
200 ms, reaching a maximum amplitude at about 150 Hz. The most likely interpretation for this 
evolution is the inspiral of two orbiting massive bodies, while emitting gravitational radiation. 
Estimating the frequency and its time derivative from the data shown in figure 4, the formula for 
chirp mass indicates that the lower limit for the sum of the masses of the two objects is about 70 
M~. The large total mass and the fact that the objects reach a relatively high frequency before 
merging points to inspiraling black holes. 
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Értelmezés:  
szupernehéz feketelyuk-kettős összeolvadásával
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Further analysis, using general-relativity-based waveform models, shows that GW150914 is 
consistent with the coalescence of a binary black hole system, with the initial black holes massing 
36−4+5 M~ and 29−4+4 M~ merging into a final black hole at 62−4+4 M~. The final object is more massive 
than any other previously known stellar black hole. Its luminosity distance is estimated to 410−180+160 
Mpc. Energy corresponding to 3.0 ± 0.5 M~ was released in the event in the form of gravitational 
radiation. The analysis leading to these parameters and an investigation of the effects of waveform 
model systematics are described in B.P. Abbott et al. [41]. A direct comparison with numerical 
simulations in general relativity is shown in B.P. Abbott et al. [42].   
 

 

Figure 5: Top: The 
calculated gravitational-
wave amplitude. Bottom: 
The Keplerian effective 
black hole separation, in 
units of the Schwarzschild 
radius, and relative 
velocity, in units of the 
speed of light (figure from 
[12]). 

 
 
The probability of the event occurring by chance, due to coincident background noise in the two 
detectors was estimated to be less than 2×10-7. The corresponding false alarm rate is one event in 
203000 years. Searches for long-range correlations between the two sites showed no evidence for 
significant temporally correlated disturbances [12] (see also [43]). 
 
 
Figure 5 shows the numerical-relativity based waveform for GW150914 using the estimated black 
hole parameters. 
 
Gravitational-wave detectors have very poor spatial resolution. Given the coincident observation 
at the two LIGO sites, the source of GW150914 could only be mapped out as an arc on the sky 
located mainly in the southern hemisphere. This region was studied in many follow-up campaigns 
looking for coincident electromagnetic signals in radio, optical, infrared, X-ray and gamma-ray, 
and for coincident neutrinos. No significant coincidences were reported.  
 
Two additional significant detections of passing gravitational waves, GW151226 and GW170104 
[13, 14], have been reported. GW170104 was again a loud event, first identified by inspection of 
low-latency triggers from the Livingston detector. GW151226 was found using a matched-filter 
procedure. In both cases, the observations could be interpreted in terms of the merging of black 
holes.  
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Észlelések két év alatt:



VIRGO interferometer 
Cascina (Pisa), Olaszország

http://www.virgo-gw.eu

http://www.virgo-gw.eu
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A LIGO ~10-szer nagyobb térfogatban érzékeny
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improved when additional observatories like VIRGO can be included to allow triangulation. 
 

 
 
Figure 3: The strain sensitivity of the Advanced LIGO detectors during the first observation run 
in 2015 (red) and the last science run of the Initial LIGO detectors (green). The improvement in 
sensitivity is a factor of 3-4 in the most sensitive frequency band 100-300 Hz, and nearly a factor 
100 at 50 Hz. The Advanced LIGO design sensitivity, which has not been reached yet, is shown 
in dark blue, and a possible future upgrade – in light blue. The narrow features include 
calibration lines, vibrational modes of suspension fibres and 60-Hz power grid harmonics 
(figure from [37]). 
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time of the detection of a strong signal on September 14 that could be interpreted as the signature 
of a passing gravitational wave [12]. Livingston registered the wave 6.9 milliseconds before 
Hanford – as expected from a source in the southern hemisphere.  
 
The event was first reported by a low-latency online search for gravitational-wave bursts from 
short-lived transient sources, creating an alert 3 minutes after the detection. The rapid analysis 
provided a first estimate of the location on the sky and event parameters for the LIGO/Virgo 
electromagnetic follow-up partners [39]. The procedure is described in B.P. Abbott et al. [40]. It 
requires no a priori knowledge of signal waveforms but is based on conversion of strain data from 
both detectors to the time-frequency domain, followed by a search for clusters well above the 
detector noise floor in the combined time-frequency power map. A second online low-latency 
burst search, designed to produce results within 30 minutes of detection, confirmed the discovery. 
Sometime later, the discovery was reconfirmed once more – by an offline matched-filter search 
targeting coalescing compact binaries. This search relies on close to 250000 template waveforms 
to map out the parameter space in terms of masses and spins. It provides approximate values for 
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GW170817 észlelése
∼100 s (calculated starting from 24 Hz) in the detectors’
sensitive band, the inspiral signal ended at 12∶41:04.4 UTC.
In addition, a γ-ray burst was observed 1.7 s after the
coalescence time [39–45]. The combination of data from
the LIGO and Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky
position localization to an area of 28 deg2. This measure-
ment enabled an electromagnetic follow-up campaign that
identified a counterpart near the galaxy NGC 4993, con-
sistent with the localization and distance inferred from
gravitational-wave data [46–50].
From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured

combination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
M ¼ 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙. From the union of 90% credible
intervals obtained using different waveform models (see
Sec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
2.73 and 3.29 M⊙. The individual masses are in the broad
range of 0.86 to 2.26 M⊙, due to correlations between their
uncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
gravitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
BNS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M⊙ with compo-
nents between 1.17 and ∼1.6 M⊙ [52]. Neutron stars in
general have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01#
0.04 M⊙ [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
binaries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
than the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-

sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

II. DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which the LIGO-
Livingston and LIGO-Hanford detectors could detect a
BNS system (SNR ¼ 8), known as the detector horizon
[32,62,63], were 218 Mpc and 107 Mpc, while for Virgo
the horizon was 58 Mpc. The GEO600 detector [64] was
also operating at the time, but its sensitivity was insufficient
to contribute to the analysis of the inspiral. The configu-
ration of the detectors at the time of GW170817 is
summarized in [29].
A time-frequency representation [65] of the data from

all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Fig 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the
direction of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern.
Figure 1 illustrates the data as they were analyzed to

determine astrophysical source properties. After data col-
lection, several independently measured terrestrial contribu-
tions to the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO
data usingWiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz ac power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Hanford detector was particularly
improved by the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several
broad peaks in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively
removed, increasing the BNS horizon of that detector
by 26%.

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.
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a forrás mért paraméterei

to the one observed at the LIGO-Livingston detector during
GW170817. After applying the glitch subtraction tech-
nique, we found that the bias in recovered parameters
relative to their known values was well within their
uncertainties. This can be understood by noting that a
small time cut out of the coherent integration of the phase
evolution has little impact on the recovered parameters. To
corroborate these results, the test was also repeated with a
window function applied, as shown in Fig. 2 [73].
The source was localized to a region of the sky 28 deg2

in area, and 380 Mpc3 in volume, near the southern end of
the constellation Hydra, by using a combination of the
timing, phase, and amplitude of the source as observed in
the three detectors [138,139]. The third detector, Virgo, was
essential in localizing the source to a single region of the
sky, as shown in Fig. 3. The small sky area triggered a
successful follow-up campaign that identified an electro-
magnetic counterpart [50].
The luminosity distance to the source is 40þ8

−14 Mpc, the
closest ever observed gravitational-wave source and, by
association, the closest short γ-ray burst with a distance
measurement [45]. The distance measurement is correlated
with the inclination angle cos θJN ¼ Ĵ · N̂, where Ĵ is the
unit vector in the direction of the total angular momentum
of the system and N̂ is that from the source towards the
observer [140]. We find that the data are consistent with an
antialigned source: cos θJN ≤ −0.54, and the viewing angle
Θ≡minðθJN; 180° − θJNÞ is Θ ≤ 56°. Since the luminos-
ity distance of this source can be determined independently
of the gravitational wave data alone, we can use the
association with NGC 4993 to break the distance degen-
eracy with cos θJN . The estimated Hubble flow velocity
near NGC 4993 of 3017% 166 km s−1 [141] provides a
redshift, which in a flat cosmology with H0 ¼ 67.90%
0.55 km s−1 Mpc−1 [90], constrains cos θJN < −0.88 and
Θ < 28°. The constraint varies with the assumptions made
about H0 [141].

From the gravitational-wave phase and the ∼3000 cycles
in the frequency range considered, we constrain the chirp
mass in the detector frame to be Mdet ¼ 1.1977þ0.0008

−0.0003M⊙
[51]. The mass parameters in the detector frame are related
to the rest-frame masses of the source by its redshift z as
mdet ¼ mð1þ zÞ [142]. Assuming the above cosmology
[90], and correcting for the motion of the Solar System
Barycenter with respect to the Cosmic Microwave
Background [143], the gravitational-wave distance meas-
urement alone implies a cosmological redshift of
0.008þ0.002

−0.003 , which is consistent with that of NGC 4993
[50,141,144,145]. Without the host galaxy, the uncertainty
in the source’s chirp mass M is dominated by the
uncertainty in its luminosity distance. Independent of the
waveform model or the choice of priors, described below,
the source-frame chirp mass is M ¼ 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙.
While the chirp mass is well constrained, our estimates

of the component masses are affected by the degeneracy
between mass ratio q and the aligned spin components χ1z
and χ2z [38,146–150]. Therefore, the estimates of q and
the component masses depend on assumptions made
about the admissible values of the spins. While χ < 1
for black holes, and quark stars allow even larger spin
values, realistic NS equations of state typically imply
more stringent limits. For the set of EOS studied in [151]
χ < 0.7, although other EOS can exceed this bound. We
began by assuming jχj ≤ 0.89, a limit imposed by
available rapid waveform models, with an isotropic prior
on the spin direction. With these priors we recover q ∈
ð0.4; 1.0Þ and a constraint on the effective aligned spin of
the system [127,152] of χeff ∈ ð−0.01; 0.17Þ. The aligned
spin components are consistent with zero, with stricter
bounds than in previous BBH observations [26,28,29].
Analysis using the effective precessing phenomenological
waveforms of [128], which do not contain tidal effects,
demonstrates that spin components in the orbital plane are
not constrained.

TABLE I. Source properties for GW170817: we give ranges encompassing the 90% credible intervals for different assumptions of the
waveform model to bound systematic uncertainty. The mass values are quoted in the frame of the source, accounting for uncertainty in
the source redshift.

Low-spin priors ðjχj ≤ 0.05Þ High-spin priors ðjχj ≤ 0.89Þ
Primary mass m1 1.36–1.60 M⊙ 1.36–2.26 M⊙
Secondary mass m2 1.17–1.36 M⊙ 0.86–1.36 M⊙
Chirp mass M 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙ 1.188þ0.004
−0.002M⊙

Mass ratio m2=m1 0.7–1.0 0.4–1.0
Total mass mtot 2.74þ0.04

−0.01M⊙ 2.82þ0.47
−0.09M⊙

Radiated energy Erad > 0.025M⊙c2 > 0.025M⊙c2
Luminosity distance DL 40þ8

−14 Mpc 40þ8
−14 Mpc

Viewing angle Θ ≤ 55° ≤ 56°
Using NGC 4993 location ≤ 28° ≤ 28°
Combined dimensionless tidal deformability ~Λ ≤ 800 ≤ 700
Dimensionless tidal deformability Λð1.4M⊙Þ ≤ 800 ≤ 1400
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első esemény: GW170817 

forrás: kompakt-kettős (neutron-, 
kvarkcsillag, fekete lyuk?) 
összeolvadása 

GRB170817A majdnem egyidejű, 
független észlelése

2017.08.17: Csillagászat első ízben 
gravitációs és elektromágneses hullámokkal
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The 90% credible intervals(Veitch et al. 2015; Abbott et al.
2017e) for the component masses (in the m m1 2. convention)
are m M1.36, 2.261 Î :( ) and m M0.86, 1.362 Î :( ) , with total
mass M2.82 0.09

0.47
-
+

:, when considering dimensionless spins with

magnitudes up to 0.89 (high-spin prior, hereafter). When the
dimensionless spin prior is restricted to 0.05- (low-spin prior,
hereafter), the measured component masses are m 1.36,1 Î (

M1.60 :) and m M1.17, 1.362 Î :( ) , and the total mass is

Figure 2. Joint, multi-messenger detection of GW170817 and GRB170817A. Top: the summed GBM lightcurve for sodium iodide (NaI) detectors 1, 2, and 5 for
GRB170817A between 10 and 50 keV, matching the 100 ms time bins of the SPI-ACS data. The background estimate from Goldstein et al. (2016) is overlaid in red.
Second: the same as the top panel but in the 50–300 keV energy range. Third: the SPI-ACS lightcurve with the energy range starting approximately at 100 keV and
with a high energy limit of least 80 MeV. Bottom: the time-frequency map of GW170817 was obtained by coherently combining LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-
Livingston data. All times here are referenced to the GW170817 trigger time T0

GW.

3

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 848:L13 (27pp), 2017 October 20 Abbott et al.
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forrás: kompakt-kettős (neutron-, 
kvarkcsillag, fekete lyuk?) 
összeolvadása 

GRB170817A majdnem egyidejű, 
független észlelése 

elektromágneses spektrumban 
észlelők riasztása világszerte 10 
percen belül

2017.08.17: Csillagászat első ízben 
gravitációs és elektromágneses hullámokkal



2017.08.17: Csillagászat  
gravitációs és elektromágneses hullámokkal



GW170817 forrásának azonosítása



korábban katalogizált galaxisok 
megfigyelése 1m-es optikai 
távcsővel (Las Campanas 
Obszervatórium, Csile)  

a GW170817 által megadott 
tartományban 12 valószínű 
forráshelyet jelöltek ki a katalógus 
alapján

a forrás azonosítása Swope távcsővel



a forrás azonosítása Swope távcsővel

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2017/10/13/science.aap9811.full
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a GW170817 által megadott 
tartományban 12 valószínű forráshelyet 
jelöltek ki a katalógus alapján  

riasztás ideje Csilében 9:41, megfigyelés 
kezdete 23:13, 23:33-kor került sor a 9. 
tartományra, ahol a katalógus szerint 
két valószínű jelölt van
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a forrás azonosítása Swope távcsővel: SSS17a 
akár amatőrök is felfedezhetik

i=17.146±0.018 mag

más fényes tranziens megjelenését a GW170817  
tratományban 95,3%-os biztonsággal kizárták

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2017/10/13/science.aap9811.full
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a forrás azonosítása rádiótávcsővel: NGC4993
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GW és GRB egyidejű megfigyelése riasztotta 
az EM megfigyeléseket lehetővé téve: 

a forrás azonosítását, így a GW paraméterek 
pontosabb mérését, pl. a gravitációs 
hullámok sebességére: 

a VE tágulásának közvetlen mérését:        
H0 = 70+12

-8 (km/s)/Mpc                      
(v.ö. 67.9±0.55 (km/s)/Mpc [Planck]) 

az összeolvadás folyamatainak pontosabb 
megértését, pl. a nehéz elemek keletkezését 
(r-folyamat magszintézis)

GW170817: neutroncsillag-kettős összeolvadásának (kilonova) 
megfigyelése gravitációs és elektromágneses hullámokkal

�3 · 10�15  v � c

c
 +7 · 10�16



nehéz elemek atommagszintézise 

 

Mechanisms of r-process

• High T (T > 109 K)
• High neutron density (nn > 1022  cm-3)
• Nuclei are bombarded with neutrons. 
• Neutrons can be absorbed until the neutron separation energy is less 

than or equal to zero.  This is the Neutron drip line. 
• Neutron rich isotopes are unstable to beta decay.
• After beta decay the new nucleus will have a new neutron drip line 

and in most cases be able to capture more neutrons.

Kiss Miklós: doktori (PhD) értekezés, DE 2012
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SSS17A fotometria UV — közeli IR tartományban 
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az elemek eredete 

összeolvadó neutroncsillagok  felrobbanó nagy tömegű csillagok  ősrobbanás 
kis tömegű csillagok  felrobbanó fehér törpék   hasadás kozmikus sugárzásban



Gravitációs hullámok észlelésének jövője
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Outlook 
 
The first direct observation of gravitational waves is a milestone, showing a new way to explore 
the distant non-thermal Universe and providing a means to investigate general relativity in a 
previously inaccessible regime. This is illustrated by the hundreds of publications following in the 
wake of the first detection. The LIGO instruments will presently be further upgraded through 
injection of squeezed light [44] as a means of reducing the quantum noise of the detectors and 
improving the sensitivity in the shot-noise-limited region at high frequencies, independently of 
the circulating light power. A new observation run is expected to start in autumn 2018. 
 
Several new detectors are under way: The Kamioka Gravitational Wave Detector (KAGRA), a laser 
interferometer with 3-km-long arms, developed at the University of Tokyo will hopefully start 
operations in 2018 [45]. The prototype TAMA300 demonstrated the feasibility of the project. 
LIGO-India [46] is a planned advanced gravitational-wave observatory envisaged as a 
collaboration between several Indian institutions, the LIGO laboratories in the US and LIGO’s 
international partners in Australia, Germany and the UK. The project will relocate a third LIGO 
interferometer, identical in design to the other two and originally planned for installation at 
Hanford. Both KAGRA and LIGO-India will operate as part of a gravitational detector network 
together with LIGO and VIRGO, contributing to superior source localisation. A next-generation 
ground- based observatory, the Einstein Telescope, which aims to probe a thousand times larger 
volume than LIGO, is currently under study within European Framework Programme FP7. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6: The expected performance of future detectors in terms of strain and frequency [35]. 
 
 
A planned gravitational-wave observatory in space is the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 
(LISA) [47], consisting of three spacecraft arranged in an equilateral triangle with 2.5-million-
km-long sides. The three craft will maintain their formation while following a circumsolar orbit, 
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